
SURFACES FOR EDUCATION

Inspiration
for Generations.
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A school is more than a place to learn for a few hours.
It’s a catalyst that creates strong foundations for 
students and brings entire communities closer 
together. A school is a  promise to everyone who 
steps inside: This is a place you can learn, be inspired, 
and form meaningful relationships with those 
around you.

To inspire a lifetime of learning over multiple 
generations, facilities need materials that can 
embrace current trends, support community pride, 
and embody future-focused pedagogy.  Surfaces 
that are engaging, enduring, and easy to maintain 
will also be of the utmost importance to schools 
looking to make wise long-term investments.  

Our broad portfolio of innovative, high-performance 
materials work beautifully in classrooms, media 
centers, dining areas, and places in between. With 
dynamic colors, textures, and custom designs, 
the right surfaces play a key role in fostering self-
belonging and  school spirit.

With Wilsonart, you can create learning 
environments that provide inspiration and value, 
for today, tomorrow, and well into the future.

Engineered for active learning.

High-performing structural panel 

Offers impact, water, and 
fire resistance, plus extreme 
durability for frequent cleaning

Available in SOLICORTM – 
specialty laminate with solid 
color core 

Comes in a variety of 
thicknesses 

Outperforms traditional  
veneer and Thermally Fused 
Laminate for impact and 
scratch resistance 

Moisture-resistant surface 

Increase functionality with 
specialty laminates –  
RE-COVERTM for updating, 
Chemsurf® for added chemical 
resistance, or Fire-Rated for 
code compliance

Our quality laminate, featuring  
your custom design 

Enhances a school’s identity 

Allows surfaces to include 
instructional wayfinding 

Ideal for school logos, photos, 
or illustrations – use on doors, 
lockers, wall murals, tables, 
cabinets, and more

Durable, molded monolithic 
epoxy provides a tough, 
uniform worksurface 

Features unmatched resistance 
to corrosive chemicals and 
heat

Specialized to meet demands 
of harsh lab environments

Available from Durcon® A 
Wilsonart Company.  Learn 
more at durcon.com.

Our Laminate, Solid Surface, and Quartz play different roles in 
the education environment. When seamlessly and thoughtfully 
integrated, Wilsonart® Engineered Surfaces can make a school 
more engaging, enduring, and easy to maintain. With an 
endless array of options, we provide a one-stop resource that 
elevates the learning experience.

CREATE A LIFETIME OF 
LEARNING WITH WILSONART.

Our products are made with environmental responsibility. For more information, email or call us at education@wilsonart.com and 800-433-3222. 

Compact LaminateSPCHigh Pressure LaminateHPL

Wilsonart X YouWxY Durcon® EpoxyDE

Industry’s best-matched  
Thermally Fused Laminate, 
High Pressure Laminate,  
and Edgeband solution for 
design and texture 

Maintains visual continuity 
without compromising design

Cost-effective solution for  
low-touch applications  

Thermally Fused LaminateTFL

Withstands frequent, daily 
cleanings

Seamless, smooth, and non-
porous for stain resistance and 
easy maintenance

Easy to repair, refinish, or replace 
for low-cost, long-term service 

Solid SurfaceSS

Offers a rich and welcoming 
appearance 

Non-porous surface that’s  
stain- and scratch-resistant 

Tough, durable, and doesn’t 
require sealing, for lower 
maintenance and longer life 

QuartzQTZ

Evolving online library with 
virtually unlimited High 
Pressure Laminate designs 

Allows for expressive 
designs – an excellent graphic 
wayfinding solution

Our Spectrum offering – 
allows color matching using  
an industry-standard color 
system

Virtual Design LibraryVDL
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Collaborative Area

Tabletops with our TracelessTM Laminate feature a 
unique, soft-to-the-touch feel that conceals smears, 
smudges, and streaks. Need doors for cabinets? 
Our five-piece door program provides ready-to-install 
designs for multiple applications.

Social Zone

Students are immediately attracted to collaborative 
landing spots like these, where tables are topped with 
Markerboard laminate and WilsonartXYou turns a wall 
into a unique focal point for information or inspiration. 

UPTOWN WALNUT 7971   HPL/SPC UPTOWN WALNUT 7971   HPLSATIN BRUSHED NICKEL  6202   DM MISTED ZEPHYR 4843   HPL CHARCOAL VELVET 15504   HPL

BLUE CURACAO Y0353   VDL

TITANIUM EV 4810   HPL FROSTY WHITE 1573   MBUPTOWN WALNUT 7971   HPL

Design that’s anything
but old school.

QTZ

MB

HPL

VDL

TFL

For high-touch applications, our 
Quartz offers a calming, homelike 
feel that adds both character and 
long-term durability. 

Our Markerboard offers an 
interactive medium for sketching 
thoughts, testing new ideas, and 
taking notes in real time.

For low-touch surfaces, Thermally 
Fused Laminate coordinates 
beautifully and makes the most 
of design budgets.

Our evolving online library allows 
for expressive designs made from 
High Pressure Laminate.

Made for outstanding durability. 
With our depth and breadth 
of options, you can create a 
functional and approachable 
support desk.

Today’s media center is a 
technological playground 
where students study, 
collaborate, and learn at a 
high level. Spaces like this 
require a mix of surfaces 
that facilitate meaningful 
engagement across the 
landscape.

HPL

LYRA Q2001   QTZ UPTOWN WALNUT 7971   HPL/TFL BLOOMING GROVE Y0003   VDL FROSTY WHITE 1573   MB

High Pressure Laminate

QuartzQTZ

MarkerboardMB

TFL Thermally Fused Laminate

VDL Virtual Design Library

Technology Central

Compact Laminate tops and Decorative Metal 
screens set the stage for connection and 
productivity. Combined with High Pressure 
Laminate with AEONTM Enhanced Scratch 
and Scuff-Resistant Technology, you’ll have the 
durability required for high-use areas.
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SL

WxY

SS

SPC

Across the dining environment, 
our Compact Laminate looks 
great and handles impact with 
ease. It’s also seamless and 
moisture-resistant – non-
negotiables when food and 
drinks are involved.

With this easy-to-maintain surface, 
you can worry less about spills 
and messes and more about the 
students who share the space.

Apply Decorative Metal for 
signage. Make a statement 
with Chalkboard laminate. Our 
Specialty Laminates are the 
secret ingredients for well-
functioning dining areas.

Dining areas demand a 
lot from surfaces inside 
them. Not only do our 
surfaces offer a menu of 
school spirit options, they 
also support a superior 
level of food safety.

SS Solid Surface

SPC Compact Laminate

Show your school spirit with 
entirely custom laminates, 
created with camera-ready 
artwork, photos, or illustrations.

WxY Wilsonart X You

SL Specialty Laminate

Café

By engraving our Compact Laminate, you can create eye-
catching, cost-effective design elements. Further enhance 
the area’s beauty, and protect it for years to come, with food-
safe and durable Solid Surface for transaction counters.

Serving Station

Our Solid Surface is an ideal addition to cafeterias – durable, 
non-porous, and NSF compliant. Provides design versatility 
through dynamic shapes, inlays, and custom design options. 

Grab and Go

Why settle for close enough? We provide an 
easy-to-spec combination of High Pressure 
Laminate, Thermally Fused Laminate Panels, 
and Edgeband, perfect for coordinating tables, 
shelving, and other dining surfaces.

Food for thought.

BLUE CURACAO Y0353   VDL LIGHT OAK PLY 8202   SPC/HPL NEOWALNUT 7991  HPL DUSK ICE 9203CE   SS GRAPHITE NEBULA 4623-60   HPL SATIN BRUSHED GOLD ALUMINUM 6258   DM

DUSK ICE 9203CE   SSNEOWALNUT 7991   SPC LANDMARK WOOD 7981   HPLNEOWALNUT 7991   SPC DUSK ICE 9203CE   SS LANDMARK WOOD 7981   HPL

GRAPHITE NEBULA 4623-60   HPLLANDMARK WOOD 7981   HPL/TFL

SATIN BRUSHED GOLD ALUMINUM 6258   DM
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MB

HPL

SS

Neighborhood

Our Compact SolicorTM Laminate works for countless 
high-touch applications, including risers and wall 
cladding – anywhere you need remarkable durability.
It also has a solid-color core, for a crisp, clean look all 
the way to the edge. As for wayfinding, our Virtual 
Design Library has your hallways covered.

FIELD ELM 7999   SPC PICTOGRAPH HARVEST Y0013   VDL

BLUEBERRY TAFFY Y0355   VDLFROSTY WHITE 1573   MB

PEARL SOAPSTONE 4886   SPC

Science Lab

Durcon® Epoxy Resin worksurfaces and sinks are 
chemical- and heat-resistant, non-flammable 
and non-absorbent, making them ideal for harsh 
laboratory environments. Available from Durcon® 
A Wilsonart Company. Learn more at durcon.com. 

Lessons that last
a lifetime.

Makerspace

In this interactive space, Markerboard walls and 
impact-resistant Compact Laminate tops and cubbies 
support active learning. When chemicals are involved, 
our Chemsurf ® provides added resistance without 
sacrificing style.

Our High Pressure Laminate is 
durable, beautiful, and moisture 
resistant. Specified with AEONTM 
Scratch and Scuff-Resistant 
Technology, this surface performs 
better, longer. 

Non-porous, seamless and color-
through, our Solid Surface 
excels in high-use settings. As a 
renewable and repairable surface, 
it also provides easy day-to-day 
maintenance and long-lasting 
durability.

The modern classroom 
doesn’t sit still. It’s always 
moving, changing, and 
requires materials that can 
take a beating. From 
loose furniture to built-in 
cabinets, the smartest 
choice is always Wilsonart. 

BLACK 1595   MB

PRESSED LINEN 4991   SPCSKYLINE WALNUT 7964   HPL TANGERINE 4915   SPC DURCON GRAY EPOXY

FROSTY WHITE 1573   MB GREY ELM 8201   HPL SOOTHING GREY 9116GS   SS

By putting our Markerboard 
on classroom tables, teachers 
can sketch through ideas with 
students and visualize progress 
in real time. 

MB Markerboard

SS Solid Surface

HPL High Pressure Laminate
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STEEL MESH   
4879-38

HPL

BLUE AGAVE
4919-60

HPL

TWILIGHT ZEPHYR   
4845-60

HPL TUMBLED STONE   
9220CE

SS

ASIAN NIGHT    
7949K-18

HPL

BEIGE PAMPAS    
4170-60

HPL

SILICON EV   
4811-60

HPL

TAN ECHO   
7941K-18

HPL

FORGED STEEL
4995-60

HPL

LIGHT OAK PLY    
8202K-28

HPL

FIELD ELM     
7999K-12

HPL

RIBBONED SATIN BRUSHED 
PALLADIUM                              L6445

DM

GINSENG TEA    
4909-60

HPL

VERANDA TEAK   
8209K-28

HPL

HOT STONE    
9201GS

SS

CASHMERE MIRAGE   
9135MG

SS

BEIGEWOOD  
7850-60

HPL

AVALANCHE MELANGE  
9175ML

SS

OCEAN    
D502K-18

HPL

LANDMARK WOOD   
7981K-12

HPL BADALING   
Q4001

QTZ

GREY ELM  
8201K-12

HPL

TUNGSTEN EV   
4814-60

HPL

HARVEST MAPLE 
7953-38

HPL

CLOUD 9   
Y0058-60

VDL PRESSED LINEN    
4991-38

HPLMISTED ZEPHYR 
4843-60

HPL

RAW CHESTNUT   
7975K-12

HPLFAWN CYPRESS  
8208K-16

HPL WESTERN SUEDE   
4871-60

HPL

Good Chemistry

Team Spirit

Highest Degree Extra Credit

CHAI CREAM MIRAGE   
9111MG

SS

MANITOBA MAPLE 
7911-60

HPL PAMPAS
4166-60

HPL BLOND ECHO  
7939K-18

HPL

NEUTRAL GLACE   
4143-60

HPL SPROUT   
4918-60

HPL

Inside the Lines

Perfect Harmony

There’s a lot more to learn.
Visit wilsonart.com and discover thousands of options, 
countless possibilities, and designs that support a 
school’s legacy.



Wilsonart, a world leading engineered surfaces company, is driven by a 
mission to create surfaces people love, with service you can count on, 
delivered by people who care. The company manufactures and distributes 
High Pressure Laminate, Quartz, Solid Surface, Coordinated TFL and 
Edgebanding and other engineered surface options for use in the office, 
education, healthcare, residential, hospitality and retail markets. Operating 
under the Wilsonart®, Resopal®, Polyrey®, Arborite®, Laminart®, Bushboard™, 
Shore™, Mermaid™, Ralph Wilson®, KML® and Durcon® brands, the company 
continuously redefines decorative surfaces through improved performance 
and aesthetics. For more information, visit www.wilsonart.com or connect with 
us on Facebook, Houzz, Pinterest, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube.

An integral part of the 
learning experience.
SURFACES FOR EDUCATION

www.wilsonart.com/education
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